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This paper discusses the theory of similarity of matrices over a commutative 
Artinian principal ideal ring R. It is shown that for the class matrices A such that 
R [A] is R-free a “rational” canonical form is available. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let R denote a commutative Artinian principal ideal ring, (R), denote 
the n X n matrix ring over R, and GL, (R ) denote the invertible matrices in 
(R),. It is well known that R decomposes uniquely as R=R,@*** @&, 
where & is a local Artinian principal ideal ring for 1 < i < m. This decom- 
position induces a direct sum [product] decomposition of (R), [GL,(R)]. 
Further, for this decomposition it is easy to see that if A =A,@ * * . @A, and 
B=B,@*** @IS,, where A and B are in (R), and Ai and Bi are in (BJ, then 
PAP-‘=B if and only if PiAiPi-‘=Bi, where P=P,@--* @P,,, with P in 
CL, (R ) and Pi in GL, (&). That is, R is similar to B if and only if Ai is 
similar to Bi for l<i<m. 

In view of the above remarks, we will assume throughout this paper that 
R is a local Artinian principal ideal ring. Let m- (0) denote the maximal 
ideal of R, and k = R/m the residue field of R. Let p denote the canonical 
ring morphism R+R/m= k. Let p denote the nilpotency of m, i. e., the 
smallest positive integer 2) with 8” = 0. 
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Local Artinian principal ideal rings occur in several common settings. 
The best-known examples are Z/Zp” (p a prime) and k[X]/(p”) (p an 
irreducible polynomial over the field k). They occur as local residue class 
rings of the rings of algebraic integers in finite extensions of the rationals 
(even though these domains are not principal ideal domains). Recently they 
have arisen as the coordinating rings of Desarguesian Hjemslev planes. 

Matrices over Artinian principal ideal rings (especially Z/Zm and 
k [Xl/( f) where k is a finite field) have been of increasing interest in 
combinatorics, algebraic coding theory and algebraic cryptography. 

II. REGULAR LINEAR MAPS 

Let F denote a free R-module of R-dimension n. Let p : F+F denote an 
R-linear endomorphism of F. 

The canonical projection ~1: R+k = R/m induces naturally surjective 
morphisms: R [X]-+k[X], F+F/mF and End,(F)+End,(F/mF) [equiv- 
alently, (R),-+(k),]. Furth er, since R is local, the induced morphism 
GL,(R)-+GL, (k) is surjective. A discussion of R-spaces (e.g., free R-mod- 
ules) and their linear algebra is available in [S]. Each of these morphisms will 
also be denoted by p. To illustrate the above, consider p in End,(F). Then 
p+pp, where pp:F/mF--+F/mF by (pLp)(x+mF)=p(x)+mF=y(p(x)). 
This is well defined, since p(mF) c mF. The corresponding matrix map 
(R),+(k), is given by [uij]+[ paij]. 

The following lemma is known for local rings (see [6], Theorems (5.1) and 
(5.3), pp. 13-14). 

LEMMA 11.1. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. A subset { bi}_i.s 
a minimal R-generating set for M if and only if its set of residue classes { bi} 
fMm a k-basis for M/mM. Further, if {till<i<n} and {ci\l< i<K} are 
minimal generating sets for M, then n= n and there exists an invertible 
matrix P over R with (b,,.. .,b,)P=(c, ,..., c,). 

Since a free basis of F is a minimal generating set and GL, (R ) by the 
above is transitive on the set of minimal generating sets, the following lemma 
is clear. 

LEMMA 11.2. A minimal generating set of a free R-module is free. 

We will use (11.2) in the next section. 
Let p : F-F be an R-morphism. Let xP (X) = det( X - p) denote the char- 

acteristic polynomial of p. Let h,(X) denote the monk polynomial of least 
degree in R [X] satisfying h,(p) =O. 
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It is easy to see that x,(X) behaves favorably relative to the morphism 1-1, 

i.e., p(x,(X)) =x,(X). H owever, in general, p(X,( X )) #X,,(X). We will 
see that it is precisely the fact that p(hp (X )) Zap(X) that causes the 
difficulty with obtaining a canonical form under similarity. Observe that 
since X,(p) =O, we have (&,)( pp) =O. Thus X,,(X) divides ( fi,)(X). We 
call h,(X) the minimal polynomial of p in R [Xl. 

To study a single endomorphism p : F-+F, it is well known that we 
actually study the ring R [p] = { Zr,p i (q in R } generated by p in End, (F) 
and the natural substitution morphism R [X]-+R [p] given by X+p. Let up 
denote the substitution morphism R [X]-+R [p]. The kernel of up is the ideal 
of relations satisfied by p. 

We will call the endomorphism p reguZur if R [p] is a free (non-zero) 
R-submodule of End, (F). 

Certainly R [p] = R [Xl/A, w h ere A = ker (a,) is the ideal of relations 
satisfied by p. Fortunately, Snapper [7-91 in the early 50s gave precise 
descriptions of ideals in R [X] for R a local Artinian principal ideal ring. 
Suppose A is an ideal qf R [Xl, and suppose PA #O. Since k[X] has all its 
ideals principal, PA = ( f). Let f be a manic pre-image off in A. Then A has 
the form A=(f,N), where N=A II (m[X]), and where (f,N) denotes the 
ideal generated by f and N (see Sec. 12, pp. 691-692 of [I). Further, since 
the maximal ideal m = (0) is principal, the above description may be refined 
(see Sets. 8 and 9, pp, 57-60 of [9]). Precisely, let 4 = { g in R [X]lO’g is in 
A}. One has a chain of ideals 

A=A,CA,C... CAp=R[X] n 

(P=nilpotency of 0). If J d enotes the manic polynomial of least degree in 
Ai, then Aj=(J,Ni), where N,=A,n m[X]. 

By [91 (pp. =-5% 

(4 deg(_O ~deg(.LA 
(b) A=(f0,8f,,B2f2,...,@B-1fp-1), where fO=f. 

In particular, R [X J/A is R-free if and only if A = (fl. The next result is now 
straightforward, 

THEOREM 11.3. The R-moTphi.vm p: F-F is regular if and only if the 
kernel of the substitution morph&n is a principal ideal generated by a manic 
polynomial. 

We next compare the minimal polynomials of p and pp for a regular 
morphism. 
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Let p be an R-morphism and A = ker( a,). By the above discussion 

Since S%(p)=0 for l<i< p-1, we have i(p)=Pgi(p), where gi is in 
R [X] and si = p - i. Hence J(p) is in the Jacobson radical, 

Rad(End,(F))z{ [ aq]]aq is in (e)=m}, 

of End, (6 ‘lJw p( fi (P)) =O, i.e., ( pfi)( pp) = 0. Thus, pi is in the ideal of 
relations satisfied by pp, i.e., the principal ideal generated by the minimal 
polynomial hPP. By (a) above, 

de&,,) G ded ~fp- 1 ) Q * * * G deg( pfl ), 

since each fi is manic, and &, divides pi. 
Observe that h, =f( =f& and X,, divides pX,. Suppose a, # ,I&). 

Select g, a manic polynomial in R [X] with pg=X,,. Since p( g(p)) = cLg( j.4l.p) 

=+LJPP)=09 g(p) is in ker( p) =Rad(End,(F)). Hence g(p) = e’g(p), where 
g is in R [X] and g(p) has no factor 0. Then g is in Aa_t= {hJBfl_‘h is in A}. 
Thus, Ap_t PO, i.e., A is not a principal ideal and p is not regular. This 
characterizes regular elements. 

THEOREM 11.4. The R-morphism p: F+F is regular if and only if 

k4,)=&&Y 

This theorem indicates that if the minimal polynomial A, of p maps to the 
minimal polynomial a,, of pp, then p is regular and the. similarity theory of 
the next section will apply. 

It is not easy to compute X,. We now give a procedure based on some 
work of McCoy [4] in 1939. 

The first Fitting invariant, denoted F,(A), of an n X n matrix A over a 
commutative ring, is the ideal generated by the determinants of all the 
(n - 1) X (n - 1) submatrices of A. Thus, F,(A) is precisely the ideal gener- 
ated by the elements of adj(A)-the adjoint of A. The invariant is indepen- 
dent of basis, i.e., F,(PAP-‘) = F,(A) for P in GL,(R). 

If M and N are two ideals in a commutative ring S, then the quotient of 
M by N, denoted (M, N), is 
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Finally, recall that x,(X) d enotes the characteristic polynomial of p. Then 
McCoy’s theorem [4, Theorem 31, stated in the above terminology, is 

i.e., the ideal of relations satisfied by p is the ideal quotient of the ideal 
generated by the characteristic polynomial xP and the first Fitting invariant 
of X - p. Since F,( X - p) is generated by the elements of adj(X - o), it is 
necessary to determine adj(X-p). Gantmacher [2, pp. S4-851 gives a 
formula over a field which will easily carry over to a commutative ring: If 
x,(X) = X” + u,_,X”-’ + . . . + a,, then adj(X -n) = X”-’ + a(iXn-’ 
+ . . . + a, _ 1, where 

“l=p-u,_,z, 

a2=p2-a,_,p-a,_,Z, 

a n-l=P 
n-l -a,_,p n-2 -... -a,I. 

III. THE CANONICAL MATRIX 

We begin this section by summarizing some results on polynomial theory 
in R [Xl. 

A polynomial f in R [X] is regular if ruf#O. 

THEOREM 111.1. Iff is a monk regulur polynomial in R [Xl, then f may 
be factored uniquely (up to orokr of factors) as 

where the gi are manic primary coprime polynomials. 

Proof This result is Theorem 5.1 of [fl with the addition that f and gj 
are chosen to be manic to assure uniqueness. n 

Let p : F+F be regular. Suppose f = X,, the minimal polynomial of p. 
Then f is a regular polynomial, and by Theorem III. 1 f= g, * * . g,. Since gi 
and gj (i # /) are coprime, (f) = ( gr) * * * ( g,) = n i ( gJ. Define 

r:R[X]+@ i R[X]/ki) 
i=l 
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r : h+e + ( gl), . * * ,h + ( gJ>. 

This is surjective, and the kernel is ker(r) = (f) = n i ( g,). (See Proposition 
1.10, p. 7, [l].) That is, R [X]/(f)- G3Cs=iR[X]/(gJ. Let S=R[X]/(f) 
and !$ = R [Xl/( g,), 1 Q i < s. Since gi is primary, Si is a local ring. Further, 
if e, denotes the identity of Si, then 1 = e, + * . * + e, gives a decomposition of 
the identity of S as a sum of orthogonal idempotents. 

The R-space F is naturally an S-module via the action of p, i.e., if 
h=ZriXi is in S and b in F, then 

The above decomposition of S induces a primary decomposition of F, 

F=F,$... CBF,, 

where Fi = e, F. This is also a splitting of F as an R-module. Since F is R-free, 
each Fi is a projective R-module. But (recall) projective modules over local 
rings are free. Hence, each Fi is R-free. Finally, the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
provides the uniqueness of the above decomposition. 

The action on Fi of S is precisely the action on Fi of Si. Hence, the above 
discussion allows us to restrict our attention to Fi which is acted on by 
S, = R [xl/( gi) where gi is a manic primary polynomial. 

Thus, we now assume that f is a primary polynomial-i.e., (f) is a 
primary ideal-and return to the original context and notation. 

Let S=R[X]/(f) t ac on F through p. Since S is Artinian and F is a 
finitely generated S-module, F decomposes into a direct sum of indecompos- 
able S-modules, say F= E, CD. * * @E,. Again, the Krull-Schmidt theorem 
provides the uniqueness of such a decomposition. 

Recall that if R were a field, then we would be done, since each Ei would 
be a cyclic S-module and the restriction of p to Ei would produce a 
companion matrix. It remains to show this is still the case in our extended 
situation. 

The decomposition F = E, Cl3 . - . @E, as an S-module (S=R[X]/(f)) is 
also a decomposition as an R-module. Thus, since F was R-free, the Ei are 
R-projective and hence free as R-modules. 

We will examine one of the summands of F. Select i, 1 < i < w, and let Ei 
be denoted by E. Then E is an indecomposable S-modi& and a free 
R-module. Modulo the maximal ideal m of R, E/mE is an S= k[X]/( pf)- 
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module. Therefore, E/mE is a direct sum of cyclic S-modules, 

E/mE= ?b,CB.. . @sb,. 

But S= k[X]/( pff) = k[ pp]. Thus, as a k-vector space, 

159 

43 $’ ~~[(pp)%~] CD 
i=O 

) . . . .(@ &(pp)‘h,]). 
i=O 

Letting bj be a pre-image of 6, 1 < i < r, we lift the basis back to a minimal 
R-generating set. That is, by Lemma 11.1, 

{b I ,..., pflbl ,..., b, ,s.., p’rbr} (*) 

is a minimal R-generating set for E. But E is R-free. Thus (*) is a free R-basis 
for E by Lemma 11.2. 

Also, it is clear that 

E=Sb,+... +Sb,. (**I 

Our aim is to show (* *) is actually a direct sum; then, since E is assumed to 
be indecomposable, we must have r= 1 and E = Sb,, i.e., E is a cyclic 
S-module. 

In order to show this, we recall some facts on cyclic S-modules. Suppose 
Sb is a cyclic S-module, where b is R-free when Sb is considered as an 
R-module. It is well known that Sb= S/A (as an S-module) where A = 
Annih, (b) is an ideal of S. But the ideals of S are known. The ring 
S=R[X]/(f), where f is primary. By [7l (Sec. 12), f(X)=p(X)6+n(X), 
where p(X) is a fundamental irreducible, i.e., p(X) remains irreducible 
modulo m, and n(X) is in m[X]. Then [8] (p. 128, Statement 3.2) shows the 
maximal ideal of R [p] is generated by B and 7, where m = (8) and T = p(p). 
Since bisR-free,Annihs(b)=Sri=(ri) forsomei, l<i<& 

Returning to (**), suppose 

sib, + . . . +s,,b,=O (***) 
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b, 

for some rii in R. If Annihs(bi)=(~4)=( p(p)“), then in R[X] 

where either the rem$nder v,(X) is 0 or deg(q(X)) <aideg( p(X)). 

Suppose q(X)= x aikXk for a,, in R. Then 
k=l 

0= x sibi 
i 

But the set (*) is R-free. Hence ai, = 0 for all i and k. Thus u,(X) ‘0, and we 
conclude si bi = 0 for 1 < i < t in (***). Thus the bi are independent (see [3], 
pp. 390-391), and 

E=Sb,@... CBSb, 

as an S-module. Since E is S-indecomposable, this is not possible unless r = 1. 
We conclude that 

E=Sb (as an S-module) 

and 

E=Rb@Rpb@... @Rpt-‘b (as an R-module), 

where t=deg(f). Furth er, E is R-free. Thus, with respect to the R-basis 
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{b,Pb,...,P > t- ‘b of E, the matrix of p is 

0 0 0 **. 

1 0 0 .*a 

0 1 0 0.. 

c(p)= . . . . . . 

b b b . . . 

0 0 0 *.. 

- a0 

-a1 

- a2 
7 

-h 

-at-1 

the companion matrix of f(X)=2~=,uiXi. 
Summarizing the discussion of this section, we have the following theo- 

rem. 

THEOREM 111.2. Let R be a local Artinian principal ideal ring, F a free 
R-module of R-dimension n and p: F-+F a regular R-morphism. Then a 
basis of F may be chosen such that relative to this basis 

Mat(p)=Aag[ T(gJ,...,T(g,)], 

where f = g, . * * g, generates the kernel of the substitution morphism R [Xl+ 
R [PI, gi i.~ @my, ad T( gi) is a diagonal sum of companion matrices 

I c( Pi9 0 

T(gi)= 

q Pisz) 

I* 

i 
0 C(Pi”‘> 1 

The author is indebted to Joel Brawley fm motivating this paper. 
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